Thermal imaging systems are passive and non-intrusive, detecting day or night, in most weather, and over distances. No dangerous lasers or illuminating devices are needed which can give away your presence and location. As a result, they are invisible to intruders, providing early warning to security personnel, increasing reaction time, and allowing them to monitor their actions without their knowledge, protecting people and assets before they are exposed to danger.

Our computer automated detection system, using Infrared, Incorporated’s Thermofind™ software, features motion detection with audio visual remote alarm so that the operator does not have to continuously monitor the system to detect threats. Working in conjunction with Thermatect™ this one of a kind software package utilizes a unique process to first thermally detect intruders, vehicles, or boats with Thermatect™ then Thermofind™ tracks the movement. It is available in customized installation configurations including stand alone and web based intra and internet with various warning system options.

Turn night into day and see them before they see you!
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CAM\IR 2400
Fixed or Mobile Detection System

CAM\IR 2200
Airborne Thermal Imager
For helicopter and fixed wing aircraft applications

CAM\IR 2700
Marine Thermal Detection

Model numbers and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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